President’s Council Notes
February 28, 2018

**Update:** President Esterberg confirmed that PC members will set up times to meet with their Strategic Planning Champions individually for next steps.

Bette Bergeron updated the group on issues pertaining to Faculty Senate.

**Enrollment:** Fall to spring retention numbers just hit the goal established, but indicating we are down in full-time students and up in part-time students. Fall 2018 apps are up but mostly for EOP; however, EOP has been told by SUNY to brace for cuts.

Grad numbers have us at 79% toward goal with over 5 months to go in the recruitment cycle. Summer apps are up 60% YTD with improvements in Social Studies, Childhood Education, CAS and INSPED.

Crane’s audition numbers are running on par with last year with acceptance rates higher than last year.

President Esterberg is changing the structure and composition of the Enrollment Management committee to be more action oriented.

Broad based and course fees were discussed and information will be made available to students on any anticipated increases.

**Bias Incidents:** Bernadette Tiapo reported that 15 incidents had been reported to the Bias Incident Response Team this semester. Five reports were made of 3 businesses in the community.

The Associated Colleges Chief Diversity Officers are arranging a borderland panel on March 28.

**IT Governance:** Romeyn Prescott discussed his plans to pull together a group to manage IT priorities across campus. Broad campus representation will be in order and suggestions were made to add people to the committee.

**Student Care:** Bette Bergeron recently met with a group of concerned faculty and staff who will regarding overall student health and how to support students in need. An advisory committee to the provost will be established and liaisons for each department will come together each semester along with representatives from counseling and student health.
Summer Musical: A series of proposals for revamping a summer musical was reviewed and a business plan will be provided in a subsequent meeting.

Computer Science Ed: Walt Conley reported that SUNY has asked us to be one of 4 pilots schools for Computer Science Education.

Personnel: Several personnel topics, requests and issues were discussed.